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Thermal fluctuations can lead to significant, unpredictable concentration
changes in intracellular molecules, potentially disrupting the functioning
of cellular networks and challenging cellular efficiency. Biochemical
systems might therefore be expected to have evolved network architectures
and motifs that limit the effects of stochastic disturbances. During gene
expression itself, stochasticity, or “noise”, in protein concentrations is
believed to be determined mostly by mRNA, rather than protein, levels.
Here, we demonstrate in silico, and analytically, how a number of
commonly occurring network architectures in bacteria use mRNA to
efficiently attenuate fluctuations. Genes coded in operons share mRNA,
which we show generates strongly correlated expression despite multiple
ribosome binding sites. For autogeneous control, we provide general
analytic expressions using Langevin theory, and demonstrate that negative
translational feedback has a much greater efficiency at reducing stochasticity than negative transcriptional feedback. Using the ribosomal proteins
as an example, we also show that translational, rather than transcriptional,
feedback best coordinates gene expression during assembly of macromolecular complexes. Our findings suggest that selection of a gene
controlled post-transcriptionally may be for the resulting low stochasticity
in its expression. Such low noise genes can be speculated to play a central
role in the local gene network.
q 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
In many cells, and especially in bacteria, it is
likely that small numbers of molecules are frequently involved in effecting cellular processes.1
Such small numbers lead to the stochasticity that is
inherent in any chemical reaction becoming significant, and the cellular milieu becoming “noisy”.2
Noise implies that protein and RNA numbers can
tend far from their mean values, and so cellular
information processing must function through
biochemical networks whose components potentially fluctuate significantly and unpredictably. To
circumvent this problem, one might expect that
in vivo signal transduction and genetic networks
have network architectures that have partly
evolved to limit noise, at least in their key molecular

“players”. For example, it has been argued that the
genetic networks underlying circadian rhythms
have a structure that hinders biochemical stochasticity from disrupting the period of the circadian
clock.3,4 Dimerization of transcription factors5 and
DNA looping6 may also act to attenuate noise. For
signal transduction systems, protein cascades have
been theoretically shown to reduce the propagation
of noise arising from a fluctuating cascade input.7
However, the magnitude of the (intrinsic) noise for
a particular protein is expected to be mostly set by
levels of mRNA, rather than those of protein itself.8,9
Here, we demonstrate the importance of that
finding for efficient noise reduction in genetic
networks via some simple, commonly found,
network motifs.

Intrinsic Noise
Abbreviations used: RNAP, RNA polymerase; RBS,
ribosome-binding site; nt, nucleotide.
E-mail address of the corresponding author:
swain@cnd.mcgill.ca

Two molecules must first find each other in the
cell and overcome an energy barrier before they can
interact. Thermal fluctuations cause this process not
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to happen continuously and deterministically, but
to occur with a finite probability per unit time.
Chemical reactions are, thus, inherently stochastic,
and we refer to this stochasticity as intrinsic noise.
Fluctuating extrinsic quantities are another source
of noise. These variables, although not necessarily
exterior to the cell, do develop exterior to the system
of interest and yet still act on it. Such a system may
be, for example, one gene or an entire gene network.
For the two or three gene systems we will consider,
extrinsic variables usually affect all genes in the
system equally, and include, for example, the
numbers of RNA polymerases (RNAPs) and ribosomes, and the extracellular environment. We will
not explicitly describe such extrinsic effects.
We define the noise, h, of any distribution to be its
standard deviation divided by its mean, i.e. the size
of a typical fluctuation compared to the mean value.
For a simple model of constitutive expression,
which includes only intrinsic effects and is detailed
in Figure 1(b), the noise obeys:8,10
h2con Z

1
d1
1
C
hAicon d0 C d1 hMicon

(1)

where A and M are protein and mRNA numbers,
and d1 and d0 are protein and mRNA degradation

rates, respectively. The mRNA term, which is the
noise in mRNA effectively scaled by the ratio of the
mRNA life-time (typically minutes) to the protein
life-time (typically hours), usually dominates; mean
mRNA numbers are often much less than mean
protein numbers. Equation (1) implies that noise is
reduced for proteins that live much longer than
mRNA, as each protein is then able to average over
many mRNA fluctuations.
For two proteins, A1 and A2, expressed from
genes with the same types of promoter and
ribosome-binding site (RBS), the intrinsic noise
(for that promoter and RBS system) is defined as:2
h2int Z

hðA1 K A2 Þ2 i
2hA1 ihA2 i

(2)

Equation (2) is a normalized measure of the
dissimilarity in protein concentrations. A constitutive system, with independent expression of A1 and
A2 and no fluctuating extrinsic variables, has no
extrinsic noise; it generates identical distributions of
A1 and A2, and has an intrinsic noise given by (1).
Experimentally, the intrinsic noise has been
measured to be as high as 0.6 in Escherichia coli,
implying that fluctuations typically shift proteins to
approximately 60% below or above their mean
values.2

Polycistronic mRNAs
Transcription sets mRNA levels, which principally set stochasticity. The intrinsic noise between
two proteins will therefore be significantly reduced
if their mRNA fluctuations can be correlated. One
way to generate such correlation is to encode both
proteins on the same mRNA (polycistronic mRNA),
an approach frequently adopted by bacteria
through the use of operons. Polycistronic mRNA
ensures that the mRNA fluctuations associated with
each of the two proteins have almost perfect
correlations. Such mRNA may have only one RBS;
the start of the coding for protein A2 can be close
enough to the end of the coding for protein A1 that a
ribosome can immediately “read-through” to the A2
coding region after releasing an A1.11 A model for
such a scheme is shown in Figure 1(c). By solving
for the moments of a master equation,12 the intrinsic
noise can be shown to be:
Figure 1. Reaction models for constitutive expression.
Protein and mRNA are denoted by A and M, respectively.
Transcription is labelled by v0 and translation by both v1
and v2. All degradation reactions are marked by a di and a
dotted arrow. (a) A “birth-and-death” model. The
resulting steady-state protein distribution is Poisson.
(b) Constitutive expression. Translation (rate v1) copies
and does not deplete mRNA. (c) Two cistron “readthrough” operon with protein products A1 and A2. The
mRNA has just one RBS. Ribosomes move directly from
the first to the second gene, and mT2 denotes a ribosome
translating the second gene. (d) Two cistron operon with
two independent RBSs.

h21RBS Z

1
d1
1
K
hAi 2ðd0 C d1 Þ hMi
!

d0 ðd0 C v1 Þ C d1 v1
ðd0 C v1 Þðd1 C v1 Þ

(3)

where v1 is the rate of translation (of order 0.01 sK1),
and the rate constants for A1 and A2 expression have
been chosen to be equal implying that hA1iZ
hA2ihhAi. A comparison of (3) with (1) shows
immediately that the noise is significantly reduced
by the polycistronic structure through the negative
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term in (3). In fact, as d1/d0, a series expansion of
(3), for small d1, shows that h21RBS x1=ð2hAiÞ.
To gain some understanding of (3), it is instructive to consider the very simple model of gene
expression shown in Figure 1(a). Here, protein is
synthesized with a constant probability per unit
time and degrades in a first-order manner. The
resulting distribution in protein number is Poisson,
and the noise squared, h2, is 1/hAi. For two proteins,
independently expressed through identically
parameterized Poisson processes, the intrinsic
noise squared is again just 1/hAi, as there are no
fluctuating extrinsic variables. The negative term in
(3), thus, reduces the intrinsic noise below the
Poisson result. Unlike in a Poisson model, where
synthesis of A1 and A2 are independent, every time
an A1 protein is synthesized in the scheme of
Figure 1(c), an A2 protein must also be synthesized.
This additional correlation reduces the intrinsic
noise.
A polycistronic mRNA may have more than one
RBS and independent translation of each of the
genes it encodes. Such a scheme is shown in
Figure 1(d), for which the intrinsic noise is given by:
h22RBS Z

1
hAi

(4)

when, for simplicity, the parameters are set to v2Zv1
and d2Zd1. The intrinsic noise is higher than in the
single RBS case and equals the Poisson value. The
perfect correlation between the two protein sources
(they both are translated from M) means that they
are independently translated with an identical, but
changing, probability per unit time, v1M. This
identical probability of translation acts like the
identical probability of expression in the Poisson
model, and leads to the intrinsic noise being
indistinguishable from the Poisson case.
Figure 2 shows the results of stochastic simulations of constitutive expression of two identical
genes using the Gibson–Bruck version13 of the
Gillespie algorithm.14 The probability of a given
reaction per unit time is equal to the product of the
rate constant for that reaction and the number of
potential reactants present. Time steps between
reactions obey a Markov process. The simple
schemes of Figure 1 were initially simulated to
verify both our analytical expressions and the
correctness of the simulation code. It is more
informative, however, to see if the expressions still
hold for more detailed schemes, which contain
more of the known biology and cell cycle effects.
This approach was adopted for all simulations
presented. For example, both the models of transcription and translation were extended to include
RNAP and ribosome binding steps explicitly. Full
details of the exact reactions used are given in
Appendix B. The cell cycle is included through the
replication of the genes of interest at some fixed
time into the cycle, and by equal binomial partitioning of all protein and RNA products into the
daughter cells on division. Only one daughter cell
is followed, and cell volume is assumed to grow

Figure 2. Noise characteristics of bicistronic encoding.
(a) Intrinsic noise as a function of mean protein number.
The dotted data is for two proteins encoded in two
separate but identical genes (no bicistronic coding), the
unfilled triangles for bicistronic coding leading to one
mRNA for both proteins but with two independent RBSs,
and the filled triangles indicate bicistronic coding with
read-through so that only one RBS is necessary.
(b) Correlation coefficient as a function of mean protein
number. The symbols are the same as in (a). For both
graphs, each data point is generated by simulation with a
randomly chosen protein degradation rate (identical for
both proteins). All other parameters are kept fixed and are
given in Appendix B.

linearly15 throughout the cycle before exactly
halving at division. Following McAdams &
Arkin,16 degradosomes compete with ribosomes
for the mRNA leader region. Each data point comes
from a simulation with a randomly assigned
protein degradation rate and all other parameters
fixed (see Appendix B for numerical values).
Compared to constitutive expression of two
separate, identical genes, the intrinsic noise is
reduced by a factor of at least two, and sometimes
three, by read-through bicistronic coding. For two
RBSs, the mean levels of the two proteins are
slightly different even when each protein is
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expressed with identical rate constants. There is an
overall bias favouring the second protein, as
degradosomes (in our model) move along the
mRNA preventing translation of the first gene
well before the second coding region is reached,
and translation prevented there. This bias causes
the two protein distributions to be statistically
inequivalent, and so to corresponding higher values
in the intrinsic noise. With this caveat, the
bicistronic encoding shown in Figure 2(a) still has
lower noise levels than two gene expression for
small protein numbers.
Many operons in bacteria code for enzymes
involved in the same metabolic process or for
components of a protein complex. In both cases, it
would seem to be advantageous for the products of
the operon to be positively correlated with each
other. Although the intrinsic noise between two
proteins is a measure of their correlation, a plot of
the (Pearson) correlation coefficient is also shown in
Figure 2(b). The read-through bicistronic encoding
is highly correlated, and significantly more correlated than two gene expression. In general, longer
living proteins (corresponding to a higher mean
protein number), by averaging over many mRNA
fluctuations, reduce their own stochasticity, and so
generate higher correlations between themselves
and other long lived proteins.
The two RBS bicistronic operon shows nonmonotonic behaviour, and its parameters can be
“fine-tuned” to produce optimum correlation. This
finding can be understood as the consequence of
two opposing phenomena: as mentioned before, a
smaller protein degradation rate (and so larger
mean protein numbers) reduces protein noise and
acts to increase correlation. Alternatively, less
protein degradation leads to greater differences
between the distributions of the two proteins, A1
and A2. The distribution of the second encoded
protein is essentially the same as the distribution of
the first encoded protein, but with additional
contributions arising from the extra translation of
the second protein during mRNA degradation (as
degradation is assumed to initiate at the first coding
region). With high degradation rates, most of the A2
proteins expressed during mRNA degradation are
themselves degraded, and the distributions of the
first and second encoded proteins are very similar.
As the protein degradation rate drops, more and
more of these “extra” proteins survive, leading to
more different distributions, and to lower correlation. These two opposing behaviours (as the
degradation rate is changed) lead to the correlation
obtaining a maximum.
Interestingly, a two independent RBS polycistronic arrangement would not be expected to
reduce stochasticity if translation dominated noise.
Experimentally, then, a verification of Figure 2,
using, for example, an operon encoding cyan and
yellow alleles of green fluorescent protein, would
strongly indicate a transcriptional origin of the
noise in gene expression.

Post-transcriptional Noise Control

Negative Feedback and Stochasticity
Introducing auto-negative feedback, where a
protein inhibits expression of its own gene, is a
well-known means to reduce stochasticity. Negative
transcriptional feedback is common in many
bacterial operons and has been thoroughly
studied.17–20 Negative translational feedback, however, is also possible; it is thought to occur in three
principle ways:11,21 (i) via enhanced degradation,
where binding of protein to its own mRNA
prevents ribosomal access but can facilitate that of
degradosomes and so reduce mRNA half-life;
(ii) via competition, where proteins and ribosomes
compete for the RBS on mRNA, with binding of
protein preventing any ribosome or degradosome
from binding; (iii) via entrapment, where protein
can bind to free mRNA thus blocking the RBS, but
can also bind to a ribosome occupied RBS trapping
the ribosome there. For both of these binding
events, we assume protein protects mRNA from
degradosomes (see Figure 3(a)).
In an auto-negative transcriptional loop, repression often occurs through binding of repressor to its
own promoter and either blocking the binding of
RNAP or locking RNAP in an immobile state.22
Concentrating on just the former mechanism, we
use a Langevin approach (see Appendix A) to
generate a mathematical description. Langevin
methods assume that fluctuations do not drive
the system of interest far from steady-state, and
so, in our case, are strictly only valid when the
numbers of molecules are not too small. However,
this approach is still useful; it often works for

Figure 3. Reaction models. (a) Translational control.
Protein A binds to the leader region of its own mRNA. For
degradation-based control d 0 0 is usually greater than d0
but the case d 0 0%d0 is also possible; for competition- and
entrapment- (not shown here) based control, d 0 0Z0, and
the mRNA/protein complex, Z, is protected from
degradosomes. (b) Assembly of a macromolecular complex of three proteins. Proteins A and B bind irreversibly,
and in any order, to the control protein C to form the
trimer, CAB.
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very low numbers, and the intuition gained
should nearly always be, at least, qualitatively
applicable.
For transcriptional feedback, we find:
h2ntc Z

1
d1
C
hAi d0 C d1



1
1 K ec
d
1K
!
1C 0
hMi
2 K ec
v1

(5)

where 0%ec%1 is inversely
relatedﬃ to the feedback
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
strength; ec Z 2=ð1C 1C 4KhAicon Þ. Here, K is set
by the repressor/DNA association constant, and the
mean protein number satisfies hAiZechAicon, with
hAicon its value under constitutive expression (hMiZ
echMicon also). Comparison with (1) shows that the
curly bracket term is less than one, and negative
transcriptional feedback can potentially reduce
noise by an amount set by the feedback strength.
However, some care should be taken as mean
numbers of protein and mRNA are also reduced,
and are not necessarily the same as those in (1).
Intuitively, negative feedback increases the probability of the promoter being repressed when
protein numbers fluctuate above their mean value,
and reduces this probability when protein numbers
dip below the mean. It thus acts to increase the
stability of the steady-state and to curtail fluctuations. Noise and transcriptional feedback have
been studied, and (5) contains the results of the
work done by Thattai & van Oudenaarden10 in the
limit of KhAicon/1.
Although negative transcriptional feedback can
reduce noise in gene expression, most of this noise
arises from mRNA fluctuations. Therefore, feedback at the level of mRNA, which reduces these
fluctuations directly, should be a better noise
reduction strategy. For degradation-based translational feedback, a Langevin description gives:
1
d1
1
C
hAi d0 C d1 hMi




1 K e[
d0
v1 C ð1 K e[ Þd1
! 1K
1C
1C
2 K e[
v1
d0 C e[ d1
(6)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where 0%e[%1 obeys e[ Z 2=ð1C 1C 4mhAicon Þ; see
Figure 3(a) and Appendix A. In (6), m is set by the
ratio of the enhanced mRNA degradation rate when
protein is bound to the mRNA to the degradation
rate when protein is not bound, and by the protein/
mRNA association constant; mZ f1 d00 =½ðb1 C d00 Þd0 .
The mean protein (and mRNA) number is again
reduced by e[ relative to constitutive values. An
analytical result is given in Appendix A for
competition-based feedback, for which noise is
reduced while mRNA and protein remain at their
constitutive levels. The term in round brackets in (6)
must be decreased to unity to recover the transcriptional result of (5); negative translational feedback is
a potentially more effective means for reducing
protein noise.
h2deg Z

Figure 4. Intrinsic noise versus mean protein number for
simple auto-negative genetic networks. Protein degradation rates are chosen randomly but all other parameters
remain fixed for each simulation. Dots indicate constitutive expression, Xs transcriptional regulation, and triangles, stars and circles, negative degradation-based,
competition-based and entrapment-based translational
feedback, respectively. The three different types of
translational control give very similar behaviours.

Expressions (5) and (6) both show how negative
feedback reduces stochasticity by damping mRNA
fluctuations (via the terms in curly brackets). For
negative transcriptional feedback such damping is
effected indirectly at the promoter and consequently is less successful than direct translational
mechanisms. Figure 4 illustrates the different feedback schemes through simulation of more biologically realistic models (see Appendix B for details).
The different data points are found by randomly
assigning the value of the protein degradation rate,
d1 (as altering d1 does not affect the feedback
strength of the different models). Translational
feedback, no matter how it is implemented, is
consistently better at reducing stochasticity.
Although negative translational feedback always
performs better than constitutive expression, transcriptional feedback can actually increase noise for
high protein numbers. To understand this effect, (1)
and (5) should be compared at different values of
the parameter d1. At equal mean protein number,
con
dntc
1 ðZec d1 Þ is less than d1 for the corresponding
constitutive case. As protein numbers are equal,
con
can be
only the mRNA terms matter, and dntc
1 ! d1
shown to imply that the term outside the curly
brackets is largest for the transcriptional case
(noting that hMi is also reduced). However, the
curly bracket term, itself, is always smaller for
transcriptional feedback. For large d1 (small protein
number) the term outside the brackets dominates,
and hntcOhcon. As d1 decreases (and protein
number increases), eventually the bracketed term
gains control, and hntc falls below hcon. The curly
bracket term is considerably smaller, however, for
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negative translational feedback, and hdeg is always
less than hcon.
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wastage rate Z jtotal amount of A and B

synthesized per cell cycle K total amount of

Assembly of Macromolecular
Complexes
Many prokaryotic examples of translational control involve competition between regulation and
function.11 A translational repressor cannot only
bind to its own mRNA (regulation), but can also
interact with a substrate molecule (function). The
most well-known example is, perhaps, the synthesis
of ribosomal proteins, which is strongly correlated
with cell growth rates.23 Most ribosomal protein
operons contain a control protein (a translational
repressor), which preferentially binds to its substrate (rRNA). For low substrate concentrations,
however, this repressor will bind to its own mRNA,
and thus limit its own expression. Through the
competition between rRNA and mRNA, ribosomal
proteins are therefore only synthesized when rRNA is
expressed, reducing metabolic costs and the expenditure of cellular energy. An operon that works in this
way is L11, which codes for ribosomal proteins L1 and
L11, and is translationally repressed by L1.24
Stochastic fluctuations during macromolecular
complex assembly may lead to large metabolic
wastage through their ability to destroy correlations
between complex components.25 Some components
may be produced in excess of others, and so remain
behind (presumably left for degradation) when
complexes form. Although macromolecule turnover also contributes to metabolic cost, here we
focus solely on stochastic fluctuations. Assembly of
a heterotrimeric complex, formed from proteins A,
B, and C, was simulated. Proteins A and B exist on a
read-through operon (to ensure greater correlation
between them), which is negatively controlled by
A (control through B, the protein transcribed
second, makes little difference). Proteins A and B
irreversibly bind to protein C, in any order, to make
the trimer, see Figure 3(b). Protein C, itself, is
constitutively expressed. Although the trimer does
not actively degrade, its numbers, like those of all
proteins and RNAs, approximately halve each cell
division, and the system eventually settles down to
a steady-state (strictly speaking, to a limit cycle,
whose period is set by the cell cycle).
To mimic metabolic changes in demand for the
trimer (denoted CAB), the strength of the promoter
for C was systematically increased from low to high
values. This change resulted in a corresponding
increase in C levels. A network with a “good”
design for macromolecular complex assembly was
deemed one that tuned synthesis of complex
components to the amount of C present, not
through changing parameter values which were
always kept fixed, but through the particular
feedback mechanism it employed. To quantify
such tuning, the “wastage rate” was defined as:

CAB synthesized per cell cyclej

(7)

at steady-state. More efficient designs should
produce smaller wastage rates for all possible
amounts of C. The results are portrayed in Figure 5.
Figure 5(a) compares the mean wastage rate for
the different control schemes. For low mean C, little
A (the repressor) is taken up into complex, and all
negatively controlled systems are almost completely repressed. Those schemes that synthesize

Figure 5. Efficiency of assembly of a macromolecular
complex of three proteins. Proteins A and B are coded on a
read-through operon, and C is constitutively expressed.
Each data point represents one simulation run with a
different promoter strength for C (averages are over 100
cell cycles). (a) The mean wastage rate plotted against the
mean amount of C expressed per cell cycle. Dots denote
constitutive expression of A and B, Xs indicate an AB
operon transcriptionally repressed by protein A, and
triangles, stars and circles an operon translationally
repressed by A through degradation, competition and
enhancement, respectively. (b) The noise in the wastage
rate against the mean amount of C expressed per cell cycle
from the same data set. Symbols are the same as in (a).
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small amounts of A and B best match the low C
levels, and have correspondingly low mean
wastage rates (steady-state values, in the absence
of C, are approximately 6000, 100, 100, 1000 and 400
for constitutive, transcriptional, and degradationbased, competition-based and entrapment-based
translational feedback, respectively). Competitionand entrapment-based feedback both lead to large
numbers of mRNA molecules through their protection of mRNA from degradation. Compared to
transcriptionally and degradation-based translationally controlled systems, the average number of
mRNAs that are being actively translated will also
always be larger. These systems are therefore only
able to respond to an increase in mean C with an
excessive increase in synthesis of A and B. They are
not able to fine-tune synthesis below a minimum
amount set by the mean number of mRNAs. With
their low protein synthesis rates, however, transcriptional and degradation-based feedback can
increment synthesis at a fine enough scale to tightly
match increases in mean C. Consequently, they have
low wastage rates. Finally, at high mean C, all A is
involved in complex formation, and each system is
completely de-repressed with its curve collapsing
onto the constitutive data.
The large numbers of mRNAs for the competition- and entrapment-based schemes do, however,
reduce the noise in the wastage rate; see Figure 5(b).
Interestingly, the degradation-based scheme has the
lowest mean wastage rate and has significantly less
noise than transcriptional feedback (the other
scheme with low wastage). In this sense, degradation-based negative translational feedback best
coordinates operon expression with a control
protein. Unlike transcriptional feedback, degradation-based feedback also has an additional
parameter besides the repressor/nucleic acid binding strength. If the mRNA degradation rate induced
by protein binding in this scheme is increased by a
factor of ten, the mean wastage ratio becomes up to
half that of transcription and the noise in the
wastage rate, although rising, still remains below
transcriptional levels (data not shown).

Discussion
Intrinsic noise is usually set by transcription,
which generates significant fluctuations in mRNA
molecules.8,9 Here, we argue that direct reduction of
these fluctuations, through translational control, is
most effective at attenuating noise. This effect has
been, perhaps, most exploited by the extensive
coding of prokaryotic genes in operons. Although
there are many other advantages to operon structure,26 it can also reduce intrinsic noise between
operon proteins (see Figure 2). This increased
protein correlation should boost cellular efficiency
if the operon codes for a series of enzymes targeted
at synthesizing one substrate, such as the tryptophan operon, or for a components of a larger
structure, e.g. the flagellar operons.

Auto-negative feedback loops involving translational feedback are significantly more efficient at
reducing fluctuations than transcriptional repression (Figure 4). Translational control has received
less attention in the literature but a number of
examples stand out. The protein, Hfq (also called
HF-I), is an RNA-binding protein whose disruption
causes pronounced cellular effects, such as
decreased growth rate, osmosensitivity, and
increased cell length.27 It has been suggested to
play a global regulatory role, possibly through its
positive regulation of rpoS sigma factor,28 and is
known to undergo degradation-based translational
auto-repression.29 For such a global regulator, large
fluctuations appear to be deleterious to the cell and
translational repression may have been selected to
tightly limit Hfq levels. Similarly, the two RNases,
RNase E and RNase III, which are responsible
for most RNA degradation, both negatively
translationally autoregulate themselves through
degradation (as opposed to regulating each other,
or transcriptional regulation).30,31 Such regulation
strongly reduces noise, which is potentially
damaging as over expression of RNase E severely
affects E. coli.32
Degradation-based negative translational feedback also provides better coupling between operon
expression and a control protein during macromolecular complex assembly (Figure 5). It produces
a low mean rate of metabolic expenditure (wastage)
with small fluctuations around this mean. A
possible example is ribosome assembly, where
translational feedback is common. The L11 ribosomal protein operon, whose L1 protein is known to
bind competitively to rRNA and its own mRNA,
also carries out its translational repression through
a form of enhanced degradation.33
Translational feedback as a genetic design has a
strong ability to regulate stochastic fluctuations.
Proteins that play a global regulatory role might be
expected to deleteriously affect cellular behaviour if
their numbers fluctuate in an uncontrolled manner.
If we accept that negative feedback has been
selected to reduce unwanted stochasticity, then
translational feedback may have been adopted
more frequently for those proteins that act globally.
Transcriptional feedback, with its low mRNA turnover and so reduced metabolic cost, may be more
suited for those operons with insulated cellular
tasks.
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hx2 ðtÞdti Z ðK1Þf1 As Ms dt C ðC1Þb1 Zs dt

Appendix A: Langevin theory
Here, we present a derivation of the analytical
expressions given in the text. Equations (1), (3) and
(4) are derived by direct solution for the moments of
the master equation using the standard generating
function method.8,12 Introducing feedback adds
non-linearity, and the master equation often
becomes intractable. The Langevin approximation,
however, does provide a solution, at least for small
fluctuations around steady-state. Our approach is
based on that of Renshaw,34 which we find more
intuitive than the usual Langevin description (i.e.
Fokker–Planck type solutions of the master
equation). Our method is equivalent to these
techniques and to the linear noise approximation,12
at least, at steady-state.
In Figure 3(a), for example, there are three
variables (protein, A, mRNA, M, and mRNA/
protein complex, Z), which in a Langevin description lead to three differential equations, each with
its associated noise term:
dZ
Z f1 AM K b1 Z K d00 Z C x1 ;
dt

hx22 ðtÞdt2 i Z ðK1Þ2 f1 As Ms dt C ðC1Þ2 b1 Zs dt
C ðC1Þ2 v0 dt C ðK1Þ2 d0 Ms dt

(A4)

and so:
hx22 ðtÞidt Z 2ðd0 C f1 As ÞMs

(A5)

again using (A1). If we assume that the steady-state
values are large enough, then typical fluctuations
away from these values will always be small
compared to the values themselves. In that case,
(A2) will be approximately obeyed for all time
intervals of size dt, and consequently xi(t1) will be
uncorrelated with xi(t2) for all jt1Kt2jOdt. This lack
of correlation for t1st2 can be mathematically
described by a delta function. Thus, in total, the xi
can be shown to satisfy:
(A6)

with:
hx1 ðt1 Þx1 ðt2 Þi Z 2ðb1 C d00 ÞZs dðt1 K t2 Þ;
(A1)

where Z, M, and A are also used to denote the
number of molecules of Z, M, and A, respectively.
The xi are random variables, and allow the modelling of thermal fluctuations and stochasticity when
appropriately defined. For intrinsic noise, the noise
terms are additive in (A1). Multiplicative noise,
however, can also be expected when extrinsic
variables are included.
To choose the xi distributions, let Zs, Ms, and As
denote the amounts of Z, M, and A at steady-state
(when all time derivatives are zero). Then, for a time
interval dt so small that only one reaction can occur,
xidt, for iZ1,2,3, can only be G1 or zero. Let P(j,k,[)
be the probability that x1dtZj, x2dtZk, and x3dtZ[.
From Figure 3(a), one has:

hx2 ðt1 Þx2 ðt2 Þi Z 2ðd0 C f1 As ÞMs dðt1 K t2 Þ;
hx3 ðt1 Þx3 ðt2 Þi Z 2ðd1 C f1 Ms ÞAs dðt1 K t2 Þ

s

PðK1; 1; 1Þ Z b1 Z dt

(A7)

and the cross-correlations:
hx1 ðt1 Þx2 ðt2 Þi Z Kð2b1 C d00 ÞZs dðt1 K t2 Þ;
hx1 ðt1 Þx3 ðt2 Þi Z K2ðb1 C d00 ÞZs dðt1 K t2 Þ;
hx2 ðt1 Þx3 ðt2 Þi Z ð2b1 C d00 ÞZs dðt1 K t2 Þ

(A8)

Equations (A1), (A6)–(A8) together specify our
model of translational feedback. Linearizing (A1)
around the steady-state values of Zs, Ms and As
allows complete solution of the problem in
principle.
In general, linearization of the equations of
motion around steady-state leads to:
d
X Z AðX K Xs Þ C xðtÞ
dt

Pð1; K1; K1Þ Z f1 As Ms dt

(A9)

for some chemical species Xi, and where A is a
matrix of first-order derivatives evaluated at steadystate. The means of the xi are defined to be zero, and
their cross-correlations obey:

PðK1; 0; 1Þ Z d00 Zs dt
Pð0; 1; 0Þ Z v0 dt
Pð0; K1; 0Þ Z d0 Ms dt

hxi ðt1 Þxj ðt2 Þi Z Gij dðt1 K t2 Þ

Pð0; 0; 1Þ Z v1 Ms dt
Pð0; 0; K1Þ Z d1 As dt

(A3)

from (A1) (evaluated at steady-state). Similarly, the
mean square satisfies:

hx1 i Z hx2 i Z hx3 i Z 0

dM
Z v0 K d0 M C b1 Z K f1 AM C x2 ;
dt
dA
Z v1 M K d1 A C b1 Z C d00 Z K f1 AM C x3
dt

C ðC1Þv0 dt C ðK1Þd0 Ms dt Z 0

(A2)

at steady-state, with all other P(j,k,[) identically
equal to zero. Equation (A2) implies that the mean
value of x2, for example, obeys:

(A10)

for some constant matrix G. If Bij is an eigenvector of
A with eigenvalue l(k) such that:
X
Aij Bjk Z lðkÞ Bik
(A11)
j

then standard linear algebra gives:
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hXi ðtÞi Z Xis K

X

ðjÞ

s
Bij el t BK1
jk Xk

(A12)

ZZ

j;k

for the initial condition hXi(0)iZ0. Correlations
between the Xi satisfy:
h½Xi ðt1 Þ K hXi ðt1 Þi½Xj ðt2 Þ K hXj ðt2 Þii
Z

X

Bip Bjr

p;q;r;s

h

Gqs
l

ðpÞ

Cl

ðrÞ

el

ðpÞ

t1ClðrÞ t2

ðpÞ

K el

ðt1Kt2 Þ

i

f1 AM C x1
b1 C d00

(A15)

from (A1). Then, M and A obey:
dM
d 0 f AM
Z v0 K d 0 M K 0 1 0 C c1 ;
dt
b 1 C d0
dA
Z v1 M K d 1 A C c2
dt

(A16)

where:
K1
!BK1
pq Brs

(A13)
c1 Z

for t1Rt2, and so at steady-state:

X
p;q;r;s

Bip Bjr

Gqs
lðpÞ C lðrÞ

c2 Z x 1 C x 3

(A17)

The properties of these two new random variables
can be determined from (A7) and (A8):

h½Xi K hXi i½Xj K hXj ii
ZK

b1 x1
C x2 ;
b1 C d00

K1
BK1
pq Brs

(A14)

Equation (A14) allows stochastic effects to be
determined for any Langevin system. However, it
requires calculation of the time-scales l(i), which set
auto-correlation times, for example. Such a calculation can involve the analytical solution of high
order polynomials, and so is often not very
illuminating, even if possible.
In Figure 3(a), if d 0 0Od0 the life-time of Z will be
shorter than those of M and A. This difference in
time-scales permits dZ/dt to be approximately set
to zero, and to Z obeying:

hc1 ðt1 Þc1 ðt2 Þi Z 2ðd0 C d1 As ÞMs dðt1 K t2 Þ;
hc2 ðt1 Þc2 ðt2 Þi Z 2d1 As dðt1 K t2 Þ;
hc1 ðt1 Þc2 ðt2 Þi Z 0

(A18)

The time-scale difference allows (A1) to be reduced
to two equations; equation (A14) therefore becomes
straightforward to evaluate (only a quadratic
equation for the eigenvalues must be solved).
Matrix A is found by linearizing (A16) around
steady-state, and the Gij are given by (A18) leading
to (6).
For competition-based translational feedback

Figure B1. Reaction scheme for
gene expression with various types
of autogenous control. Transcription is modelled35 as reversible
binding of RNAP to promoter, D,
(rates f0 and b0). Isomerization from
closed to open complex and
initiation of transcription are all
approximated as a first-order process (rate k0). The simulation keeps
track of only the leader region of
the mRNA, M, which is made by
transcribing polymerase, T, at rate
v0. mRNA is degraded following
the binding of degradosomes (rate
mf0) to form complex mC1, which
eventually decays. Following McAdams & Arkin16 ribosomes compete with degradosomes for leader
mRNA and bind reversibly (rates
mf1 and mb1). Start of translation is
from the mC2 state with rate k1,
which then frees M for further
binding. Protein is translated (rate
v1) in the mT state, and decays with
rate d1 once synthesized. For transcriptional feedback, protein binds
to the promoter and sequesters it in
complex Z. Translational feedback
can proceed in three ways: degradation-based, with protein/RNA
complex, M0, decaying to protein, competition-based, and entrapment-based, where protein binds reversibly to both
leader mRNA, M, and to leader mRNA/ribosome complex, mC2.
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d 0 0Z0, and mRNA is the most short-lived species.
By setting dM/dt to zero, the intrinsic noise can be
found to be:
h2com Z

1
d1
C
hAi d0 C d1


1
2Hð1 C v1 =d0 Þ
1K
!
hMi
1 C Hð1 C 2v1 =d0 Þ

however, retain their constitutive values. Equation
(A19), due to the presence of the negative term, is
less noisy than constitutive expression.
Equation (5) is derived similarly.

Appendix B: Computer simulations
(A19)

with the protein/mRNA association constant HZ
f1Ms/b1. Both mean protein and mean mRNA,

All simulations are based around the model for
constitutive expression shown in Figure B1. Reactions were simulated using the Gibson–Bruck
version13 of the Gillespie algorithm.14 Each gene,

Table B1. Parameters suitable for gene expression in E. coli
Process

Parameters

RNAP binding to DNA

Free RNAP concentrationZ30 nM,36 binding rate 1.4!107 MK1 sK1 for lPL370f0Z0.42 sK1, b0Z
0.1 sK1 (to give an equilibrium constant of 1.4!108 MK1 36)
k0Z0.1 sK1 38 (closed to open complex isomerization)
v0Z0.3 sK1 (RNAP moving at 40 nt sK1 39), mf0Z0.114 sK1 (so average number of proteins per
constitutive transcript is 15)
Free ribosome concentrationZ400 nM (order of magnitude larger than RNAP) binding rate 1!
107 MK1 sK10mf1Z4.0 sK1, mb1Z0.4 sK1 (to give an equilibrium constant of 2.5!107 MK1 40)
k1Z0.3 sK1, 40 v1Z0.04 sK1 (for a 1000 nt protein and a translation rate of 40 nt sK1 23)
d1Z6.42!10K5 sK1 (t1/2x3 hours
TZ60 minutes (for at most two chromosomes per cell)
tdZ0.4T (arbitrarily chosen)
f1Z109 MK1 sK1 (diffusion limited), b1Z0.215 sK1
d 0 0Z0.444 sK1 (different feedbacks are of equal strength)

Transcription initiation rate
Formation and degradation of
RBS on mRNA
Binding of ribosome
Translation
Protein degradation
Cell cycle time
Gene replication time
Nucleic acid binding
Induced degradation

Figure B2. Reactions schemes for
bicistronic operons. Both schemes
are based on that of constitutive
expression shown in Figure B1, and
have identical models for transcription. (a) A “read-through” operon
for which only the first cistron has a
RBS. A translating ribosome, mT1,
releases protein A1 before translating protein A2 (in the state mT2).
(b) An operon with two independent RBSs. A fully transcribed
mRNA is denoted with the symbol
M with two subscripts. The first
and second subscripts denote the
occupancy of the first and second
RBSs, respectively; 0 indicating a
free site; 1, a bound ribosome; and
2, a bound degradosome. The rates
of ribosome association and deassociation, which are not explicitly
labelled in the Figure, are mf1 and
mb1. Translating ribosomes are
denoted as T1 and T2, and translate
mRNA to proteins A1 and A2,
respectively. Translation takes
place with rate v1 as in Figure B1.
Due to the direction of motion of
the degradosome, some translation
of A2 can still take place during
mRNA decay as shown in the
upper part of the diagram. Transcription of DNA takes place in two steps, with Mi and Mi,j being mRNA for which
one RBS or two RBSs have been transcribed, respectively. Competition for M0 between ribosomes, leading to the state
M1, and degradosomes occurs immediately. For clarity, all the rate constants for A2 have been set to be identical with
those of A1. Parameters are given in Table B1 except mf 0 0Z0.04 sK1.
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state D in Figure B1, is replicated at a fixed time, td,
into each cell cycle. Both RNA and protein are
partitioned with equal probability into the daughter
cells on division, while the number of DNA states is
exactly halved. Parameter values, typical for E. coli
are given in Table B1. Rates related to feedback are
chosen to ensure that:
KZ

ðb0 C k0 Þ f1
d00 f1
Z
Zm
ðb0 C k0 C f0 Þb1
ðb1 C d00 Þd0

(B1)

i.e. that the feedback strengths for transcriptional
and degradation-based translational control are
equal.
For bicistronic encoding, the translation scheme
used in the model of constitutive expression was
modified (Figure B2). In the two RBS model, timing
variables were also included to ensure that mRNA
synthesis and degradation occurred correctly. For
example, one such variable acted to maintain a
well-defined time for synthesis of the second RBS
during transcription.
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